
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of inflation, technological innovation, and labor crisis on pizza
operators

•• Consumer interest in pizza styles, crusts, toppings and ingredients
•• Consumer association with and attitudes towards pizza
•• Pizza occasions to target

Inflation and labor challenges threaten pizza restaurants’ ability to deliver on
expanded consumer expectations for value, speed, and convenience. Pizza
restaurants have historically set the gold standard for off-premises dining, but
now must strengthen their position by investing in automation and staying one
step ahead of menu innovation from non-pizza restaurants that have become
more accessible through third-party delivery channels.

Consumer association of pizza as affordable, convenient, and crowd-pleasing
remains, but will need to be reinforced through competitive pricing, promotions
and flavor innovation, further enhanced by encouraging more pizza
consumption occasions that compete effectively with both healthy and
indulgent offerings from non-pizza restaurants.
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“Pizza remains top of mind for
consumers as a reliable and
consistent product that is
affordable and customizable.
In an uncertain economic
climate, however, successfully
competing with readily
available foodservice options
means that pizza operators
must reinforce their expertise
in delivering on value and
convenience.”
- Varchasvi, Analyst, US
Foodservice and Mintel Menu
Insights
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• Labor woes disproportionately impact pizza operators.
Figure 4: Employee quits, accommodation and foodservices
sector, 2021-22

• Rising menu prices concern consumers, but pizza can save
the day
Figure 5: Disposable Personal Income change from previous
period, 2007-2022
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• Habitual tendencies of pizza preferences make innovation
tricky
Figure 7: Papa John’s Papa Bowls, 2022
Figure 8: Papa John’s Football Pizza, 2022
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• Lunch occasions need a lighter fare as non-pizza operators
enter the space
Figure 10: Taco Bell’s Cheesy Chipotle Chicken Flatbread,
2022
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• Automation will power pizza operators forward
Figure 11: Domino’s and Nuro partnership - Pizza delivery
robot, 2022
Figure 12: Pizza HQ’s automated restaurant prototype, 2022
Figure 13: Brooklyn Pizza and Magna partnership - ‘Henry’
delivery robot, 2022

• Consumers want convenient access to pizza
Figure 14: Pizza restaurant visitation, 2021 vs 2022

• Grow Gen Z engagement with digital ease
Figure 15: Pizza restaurant visitation, by generation, 2022

• Pizza is a break from cooking for Hispanic consumers
Figure 16: Pizza restaurant visitation, by Hispanic origin, 2022

• Push pizza opportunities beyond dinner
Figure 17: Pizza consumption occasions, 2022

• Strengthen consideration for at-home occasions by offering
a superior yet affordable experience
Figure 18: Occasions by pizza and operator type, 2022

• Stick with classics on core menus, but dabble with
craveable flavors to stir loyalty
Figure 19: Appealing pizza styles, 2022

• Make new flavor trial approachable by centering
customizability
Figure 20: Appealing pizza styles, by age, 2022

• Indulgent varieties growing in popularity
Figure 21: Appealing pizza crusts, 2021 vs 2022

• Younger consumers are drawn to indulgent crusts
Figure 22: Appealing pizza crusts, by age, 2022

• Stuffed crusts will draw consumers looking to indulge
Figure 23: TURF analysis, pizza crusts, 2022

• Save specialty cheeses for pre-set options
Figure 24: Appealing pizza cheeses, 2022

• Women more likely to enjoy specialty pizza cheeses
Figure 25: Appealing pizza cheeses, by gender, 2022
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• Functionality may surpass flavor as a priority for younger
consumers
Figure 26: Appealing pizza cheeses, by age 2022

• Plant-based cheese is a simple addition to increase
occasions
Figure 27: TURF analysis, pizza cheeses, 2022

• Tomato sauce reigns supreme
Figure 28: Appealing pizza sauces, 2022

• Heat up saucy LTOs to appeal to men
Figure 29: Appealing pizza sauces, by gender, 2022

• Sauce innovation will appeal to most adults
Figure 30: Appealing pizza sauces, by age, 2022

• Signature sauces can increase pizza occasions
Figure 31: TURF analysis, pizza sauces, 2022

• BFY proteins will see growth
Figure 32: Appealing pizza proteins, 2021 vs 2022

• Variety in protein serves the entire household
Figure 33: Appealing pizza proteins, by parental status, 2022

• Elevated proteins will appeal to future consumers
Figure 34: Appealing pizza proteins, by age, 2022

• Health and indulgence can coexist on pizza menus
Figure 35: TURF Analysis, pizza proteins, 2022

• Sides are a great vehicle for innovation
Figure 36: Appealing side orders, 2022

• Side orders offer consumers control over the pizza
experience
Figure 37: Appealing side orders, by gender, 2022

• Reinforce the convenience of off-premises options to
engage younger consumers
Figure 38: Appealing side orders, by age, 2022

• Consumer definition for “classic” pizza choices is shifting
Figure 39: Pizza attitudes, 2022
Figure 40: Pizza attitudes, by age, 2022

• Consumers want consistent and tailor-made
Figure 41: Pizza attitudes, 2022

• Men prioritize convenience

APPEALING PIZZA SAUCES

APPEALING PIZZA PROTEINS

APPEALING SIDE ORDERS

PIZZA ATTITUDES
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Figure 42: Pizza attitudes, by gender, 2022
• Tailor rewards to enhance the family dining experience

Figure 43: Pizza attitudes, by parental status, 2022

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

• Methodology
Figure 44: TURF analysis, pizza crusts, 2022
Figure 45: TURF analysis, pizza cheeses, 2022
Figure 46: TURF analysis, pizza sauces, 2022
Figure 47: TURF analysis, pizza meats, 2022

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS

APPENDIX – THE CONSUMER
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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